CYSAO – Violin

Excerpt 1: Scheherazade, IV, A-C

Time Signature is 6/16. Dotted eighth = 152

Audio Sample: https://youtu.be/yYJL1CQMW2o?t=2120 (through 35:42)
Excerpt 2: Scheherazade, IV, 7th bar of R to T
Each bar should be felt at a pulse of 76

Time signature help:
7th of R is like 2/8 – two equal 8th notes
8th-11th bars are like 3/8 – feel it in one
5 before S is like 6/16 – feel it in two (it’s like 6/8 except the note values are twice as small)
S to the end is like 2/8 – feel it in two

Audio: https://youtu.be/yYJL1CQMWFo?t=2358 (Starts at R, through 39:44)
Excerpt 3: Scheherazade, I, E-F
Key signature is 4 sharps
Time signature is 6/4. Dotted half = 44
Audio: https://youtu.be/yYJL1CQMjWO?t=349 (through 6:54)